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ABSTRACT 
This paper looks at the question of when a substochastic matrix has a substochas- 
tic generalized inverse. This question is answered for several generalized inverses, 
including semiinverses, the Moore-Penrose inverse, and the group inverse. Methods 
for constructing all such inverses are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A real nonnegative matrix A is substochastic [stochastic] if the sum of the 
entries in each row is between zero and one inclusive [equal to one]. If both 
A and AT, the transpose of A, are substochastic [stochastic], then A is doubly 
substochastic [stochastic]. Given any complex matrix A, any matrix X such 
that AXA = A and XAX = X is called a semiinverse of A. The unique 
semiinverse X of A such that AX and XA are Hermitian is called the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A +. Properties of A+ can be 
found in [I], [6], and [8] as well as in other such works. If A has a semiinverse 
X such that AX = XA, then X is called the group inverse and is denoted by 
A#. Note that when A# exists, it is unique. Other properties of A* can be 
found in [2, 3, 7, 131, as well as in other such works. 
Plemmons and Cline [9] have shown that if a doubly stochastic matrix A 
has a doubly stochastic semiinverse, then Ar is the unique such semiinverse; 
moreover, AT = A ’ in this case. The structure of S,, the semigroup of all 
n i< n stochastic matrices, has been studied by Schwarz in [ll], where he 
characterized the maximal subgroups of S,. Schwarz [12] and Farahat [5] 
independently discovered the situation for doubly stochastic matrices. These 
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results were generalized by Robinson [lo] for the substochastic case. All of 
these results concerning maximal subgroups can be obtained as corollaries to 
the theorems in this paper. Several of the questions answered in this paper 
have been answered for the stochastic case by Wall [14]. 
2. SEMIINVERSES 
In this section we will consider the problem of when a substochastic 
matrix has a substochastic semiinverse. We will also describe a method of 
constructing all such semiinverses. First we have the following lemma, which 
describes all idempotent substochastic matrices. 
LEMMA 1 (Robinson [lo]). An n X n substochastic matrix E of rank k is 
idempotent if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
PEPT = 
where each Ei is a positive ni x ni stochastic idempotent matrix of rank one; 
each Ri is an nk+l x ni matrix of the form Ri = NiE(, with each N, an 
nk(., 1 x nk+ 1 nonnegative diagonal matrix such that NI + . . - + Nk = I, and 
each E( consisting of nk + 1 rows each equal to a row of Ei; n, + . . . + nk+l 
= h, where h equals the number of stochastic rows of E, n, > . . . >, nk >, 1, 
andn k+l > 0; and each Si is an m x ni matrix of the form Si = N,‘E(‘, with 
each Ni’ an m x m nonnegative diagonal matrix such that the diagonal 
entries of N[ + . ’ . + N/ are between zero and one noninclusive, and each 
E !’ consists of m rows each equal to a row of Ei, where m equals the number 
oinonzero nonstochastic rows of E. 
It should be noted here that not all of the blocks in the above matrix need 
appear in a given idempotent substochastic matrix. Also note that any rank 
one stochastic matrix has constant columns. The following lemma describes 
all idempotent doubly substochastic matrices. 
LEMMA 2 (Robinson [lo]). An n X n doubly substochastic matrix E of 
rank k is idempotent if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P such 
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that PEP* = E,@ . . . @E,@O where 
(a) each Ei is the ni X ni matrix having each entry equal to l/n,; and 
(b) n,+ ... + nk = h, where h equals the number of nonzero rows of E, 
and n, >, . . . 2 nk > 1. 
The following theorem characterizes those substochastic matrices that 
have a substochastic semiinverse. Furthermore, it describes a method of 
constructing all such semiinverses. 
THEOREMS. Let A be any n x s substochastic matrix of rank k. Then A 
has a substochastic semiinverse X if and only if there exist permutation 
matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ* = 
where 
B 0 
c 0 
D 0 
0 0 
(a) BhasthepartitionedformB=[Bij], i, j=l,...,k, whereeachBij is 
ni X sj; 
(b) for each i and each j, exactly one block Bij is nonzero and this block 
is a positive stochastic matrix of rank one; 
(c) c= [Cl,..., C,], where each C, = Gi Bii is nk+ 1 x si, Gi is a nonnega- 
tzve nk+l x nk+l diagonal matrix, G, + . . + + G, = I, and B$ consists of 
nk+l rows each equal to a row of the positive block Bji; and 
(4 D = [D,,..., D/J, where each Di = HiBil is nk+2 x si, nk+2 e uals q 
the number of nonstochastic nonzero rows of A, Hi is a nonnegative 
nk+2 X nk+2 diagonal matrix, the diagonal entries of H, + . . . + H, are 
between zero and one noninclusive, and BJ’: consists of nk+2 rows, each a 
row of the positive black Bji. 
In this case, any s x n substochastic matrix such that QXP* has the form 
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with all of the following conditions holding, is a semiinverse of A: 
(e) Y has the partitioned from Y = [Yij], i, j = 1,. . . , k, where each Yij is 
si X nj. 
(f) Yij # 0 if and only if Bji # 0. 
(g) Zf Yij # 0, then Yij is any positive stochastic matrix of rank one. 
(h) W= [W,,..., W,], where each W, = JiYj; is s~+~ x ni, J, is any 
Sk+ 1 X Sk+ 1 nonnegative diagonal matrix such that _ll + . . . + Jk = I, and Yj{ 
consists of Sk + 1 rows, each a row of the positive block Yji. 
(i) Z=[Z~~.~.~Zk]~ where each Zi = KiYji’ is Sk+2 X ni, each K, is any 
Skt2 x sk+2 nonnegative diagonal matrix such that the diagonal entries of 
K,f ... + K, are between zero and one noninclusive, and Yj$’ consists of 
s~+~ rows, each of which is a row of the positive block Yji. 
Proof. Assume that A has a substochastic semiinverse X. Let E = AX 
and F = XA. Note that E and F are n X n and s X s idempotent substo- 
chastic matrices, respectively. Also, both E and F have rank k. By Lemma 1 
there exists an n x n permutation matrix P such that 
r E,@ ... $E, 01 
PEPT = [R 
I,..., Rk] 0 
[S 1,-S,] 0 ’ 
L 0 01 
where Ei is a positive ni X n, stochastic matrix of rank one; Ri = N, E,! is 
nk+l X n,; and Si = N,‘E;’ is nki2 X ni, where nk+2 = m, and Ni, Ni’, El, 
E[‘, n17...TnkT nk+l, and m are as given in Lemma 1. Also, by Lemma 1, 
there exists an s X s permutation matrix Q such that 
where F, is a positive si X si stochastic matrix of rank one, U, = MiFi’ is 
s~+~xs~, V,=M;F,” is sk+2X~i, and Mi, M/, F,‘, F,“, s~,...,~~+I~ and 
S k + 2 = m’ are as given in Lemma 1. 
